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About This Game

Hello Survivor. After a long Lanparty you find yourself in a mysterious forest fighting to stay alive against monsters and
zombies. Explore, build, survive in this first person survival horror world.

Build, explore and survive in this terrifying first person survival horror simulator.
Key alpha features

Enter a living, breathing world, where every tree and rock can be chopped down.

Chop down trees to build a camp, or start a fire to keep warm. Scavenge food to keep yourself from starving.
Build a shelter however you want to keep yourself safe.

Explore and build during the day. The nights are dark, so use this time to sleep or craft new weapons and tools
Defend yourself against zombies, wild animals and other bad things in the dangerous forest.

Gamers Unknown Survival has been in development by a single person for a while, but now we need your feedback to make it
even better. Our vision for this game is a terrifying open world full of gameplay options and player freedom. We’ve come a long

way but still have a lot of features and improvements to make.

Here’s a small list of what we want to add at the early access:

Save Option - it´s Early access and we are testing this feature to make a perfect save system.
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New Weapons - We plan on adding new weapons and skins every month!

Map Expansion - Over time new areas will be added for you to explore including an underworld system.

More buildable items - More options in what you can construct and what’s available to use.

Craftable Items and Supplies - New items as well as craftable items/structures given more possibilities to create the
world around you.

New Creatures - With more Map Expansion, we plan to add more creatures to the world which in turn will bring new
fears and surprises.

Visual Improvements - Better Textures for the environment and items.New camps, Rock Formations, Mines to explore
and much more!

UI - Tweaks and polish.

Multiplayer - Everyone loves multiplayer, so let’s do it!
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Title: Gamers Unknown Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
GCTV DevTeam
Publisher:
GamerCrewTV
Release Date: 10 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

Additional Notes: 32bit windows users need to ensure they have at least 4gb of ram usable on their system.

English
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gamers unknown survival. gamers unknown survival скачать

its pretty fun, only 2d. this game is so♥♥♥♥♥♥ i did rather play club penguin. The world needs more games like this.. One of
my first ever MMOs, and still my favourite. I'd play this over WoW any day of the week. Never thought I'd see it appear on
steam. A bit sad that I lost all of my chars and what not when change of ownership took place, but hey - it's great to see that 9D
is still around!. it's a good game. $1.80 was worth it for Eddie.. Tactical combat, a well-designed skill system that allows "multi-
classing" between martial and magic skills that ACTUALLY works, plus emotionally-invested character story arcs?
DOS2 is the the triple threat.
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loved the first one. and this one really is even better. the art is beautiful, the concept is great and many handling improvements.
looking forward to playing more.. It is a little bit fun but not as engaging as I thought it would be.. The Game is OK, but the Unit-
Improvements in the Campaign are useless, because the enemy get the same - and probably stronger - Improvements, too.

Additionally, there are about 3 kind of missions in the Campaign and they are repated forever.. ok game lot of fun when i
finally figured it out cool game. Actually this is my first Novel game to try, and I didn't like this type of games at all. as it's only
some sexy hot backgrounds with many dialouges and long conversations, anyone can search google instead for such pictures and
will got millions of erotic photos with high quality without going thru all this dialouges and mulitple boring choices.

In my opinion all gamers should stay away from such games till they improve more, to include deeper field interactions, 360
Deg veiws at least to enable players explore further and goes thru the novel by feeling all its surroundings, environments and
intract with their characters by improved means not just seeing their pictures with limited animations, and for sure those novel
games must have better gameplay ideas as well, not just choosing dialouges and some areas in screen to click on.
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